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3 Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply.

3.1
design temperature
TD

temperature or a combination of temperatures of the conveyed water related to the circumstances for which
the system has been designed

3.2
maximum design temperature
7r"*
highest design temperature, 79, occuffing for short periods only

3.3
malfunction temperature
Imal
highest temperature that can be reached when the control limits are exceeded

NOTE This can occur up to a total of 100 h over a period of 50 years,

3.4
cold water temperature
Tcold

temperature of conveyed cold water of up to approximately 25 "C

NOTE For design purposes, 20 'C is used.

3.5
design pressure
PD
highest pressure related to the circumstances for which the system has been designed

3.6
treated water for heating installations
water intended for heating installations which contains additives which have no detrimental effect on the
system

4 Classification of service conditions

The performance requirements are formulated for five different classes and are shown in Table 1. Each ctass
relates to a field of application and for a design period of 50 years. The derivation of the temperaturetime
profiles is given in Annex A. These applications are given as guidance and are not requirements. ln countries
with extreme weather conditions other classes may be preÍerred.

For applications not given in Table 1, the choice of the proper classification shall be agreed by the parties
concerned.

All materials coming into contact with water intended for human consumption, up to a temperature of g0.C
shall not present any health risk.

All systems of components for use and in contact with potable water shall meet the water quality and health
regulations operating in the country of use.



All systems which satisfy the conditions specified in Table 1 for one of the five classes shall also be suitablefor the transportation of.cold water for a period oÍ 50 years at a temperature of 20 .c and a design pressure of10 bar' This shall be demonstrated by using the síanoarà àxtrapolation method specified in lso 90g0, oranother appropriate extrapolation method.

when the specified service life is less than 50 years, all the times given in Table 1 shall be reduced by aproportionate amount, except Íor the time Íor maliunction, which shall Émain at í00 h.

All heating installations should only use water or treated water as the transfer fluid. when consideringproblems of material compatibility such as oxygen permeation, advice shoutJ be sought from themanufacturer.

The thermal stability oÍ the material used for.the pipes or fittings shail conform to the requírements of therelevant product standard, for the intended application.

when the pipes are staled to be opaque they shall meet the minimum recommended requirement given inISO 7686 or the relevant product stàndàrd.

Not all plastics formulations allow for extended. outside storage of pipes or fittings. The user shall contact themanufacturer of the pipe or fitting before considering rong-teiËLiternar storage."
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Plastics pipï and ptastics fittings sha[ onty be
recommended by the pipes or fittings manufacturer.

Table I - Classification of service conditions

Typical field of application

Hot water suppty (60 "C)

Hot water suppty (70 "C)

Low-temperature under-fl oor heating

Under-floor heating and low-temperature
radiators

High temperature radiators

NorE This lnternational standard is only applicable to sealed systems which do not have values of To,Tr*rand rmar in excess ofthose stated for class S.

aWheremorethanonedesigntemperatureappearSforanyclass,thetimeSShoUldbeaggregated("m
profile for 50 years for class 5 is 20 "c for í4 years, followed by 60'c for 2s years, g0 .c for l0 years, 90 "c Íor 1 year and 100.c for100 h).

b Depending upon international, national or local regulations.
c only allowed when the malfunction temperature cannot rise above 65 .c.

directly connected to a heat-generating source when


